Another hit for the Spirits series! This gives us the back story of Jon-Luc from book two, Spirits Among Us. And what an insightful look it is. Taking place in New Orleans, a city that goes hand in hand with the paranormal, the setting is perfect for Jon-Luc's story. The storyline is just as rich and interesting as the history of the place itself and as complex as the characters in this novel! It was a very quick and fun story to get lost in as you travel the streets, swamps and bayous as Luc, Jake and Celestine race against time to save more children's lives from the evil that threatens them all. Read more. Helpful. SPIRITS This is how I experience reality. This book is for myself to help me a little through this strange rabbit-hole we call life. I experience it as if everything is spirits and energies. Everything is conscious and thinking and feeling. There are spirits and energies in infinite small sizes making up spirits and energies in infinite large sizes. This is how more spirits create collective consciousnesses. To improve my experience of the world, I can follow one of the best quotes from one of times greatest geniuses, Buddha: Be the change you want to see in the world. The spirit of Mother Earth lives in the collective consciousness of the planet. She exist through all life, including myself, and I can connect with her through all life, including myself. Sep 29, 2019 - Additional characters make their appearance in this continuation of the haunting mystery! See more ideas about bayou, saga, appearance. Lifeline (The Bayou Secrets Saga Book 2) - Kindle edition by McDonough, Judy. Paranormal Romance Kindle eBooks @ Amazon.com. Italian Models. Italian Men. Ben Hill. Details Magazine. Man Of Honour. Thank you Books & Spirits and UHM College of Arts & Humanities for the heartformative evening with the Abrams last night! Magic òœ See more. Carey Usher Coleman. 2 March 2017 at 18:09. Better Tomorrow Speaker Series Join us for a Screening of the Short FilmJUNK RAFT Followed by Q&A with Marcus Eriksen Wednesday, August 29, 2018 7:30 - 9:00 p.m. - Screening and Q&AThe Royal Hawaiian Monarch Ballroom 2259 Kalakaua Ave, Honolulu, HI 96815 MARCUS ERIKSEN AUTHORITY CO-FOUNDER OF LEAP LAB RESE...Signed copies of the books may be pre-ordered at checkout by choosing a ticket that says “+ signed copy” and picked up at the event.) After a bit of an hiatus, we could not be more delighted to get Books & Spirits back in action. In partn